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ABSTRACT 

~~ exter.Slve literature search focussed on the current capabilities of 
:;,i:::.:::owaves, ultrasonics, X-ray and gamma ray computed tomography (C'::') ar'.d 
~~.ag~etlc .:::esonance (MR) to detect decay and wood quality of logs and stanel:'.; 

Microwaves are limited to shallow penetration and do not differentiate 
:efects easily, Ultrasonics can differentiate a wide range of wood 
~~ara:::te.:::'stics but have technical problems of acousitc coupling, resolutio~, 

::e3:.->or,se speed and equipment configuration, Computed tomography r:'Let~ods 

~r:~ide useful two-dimensional, gross density maps related to specific gravitj 
3~i ~oistu.:::e distribution, Through interpretation they can detect and 
iifferentiate dec2" knots, cracks, worm holes, annual rings, insect cavities, 
~.:::uned branches, s· cood/heartwood boundaries, bark and resin pockets, blue 
stain, .:::ocks and impregnation of liquor, Magnetic resonance imaging is t~e 
~.:::St pror:'Lising technique because it provides a two-dimensional image of t':',e 
:::~e~ical environment in the material as well as proton (IH) distribution, 
3e'"'eral distir.ct signals are detected with MR, including the Tl and T2 

relaxation tirLes and permit correlation of these with the physical ar,d 
:::::e,nical characteristics of wood. The same defects and internal 
:::~aractertistlcs can be detected using MR as is possible using CT, The 
experirr.ental correlation studies of CT and MR with decay and wood quality 
:::~aracteristics have provided a PRELIMINARY evaluation of the techniques, The 
results confirmed and extended the claims made in the literature, and t~ey 
indicate what future work needs to be done to develop and commercialize t~eSe 
teC;lnlques, 
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:~~e~~al Defects and Wood Quality in L :s and 3ta~d':"ng Trees 

LIST OF FIGURES IN TEXT 

The electromagnetic spectrum 

Pattern of sampling for mapping of fungus distribution ':":'. 10;5 

This agar plate was inoculated with five chips from the sapwaoi 
white spruce. Two basidiomycetes have grown out: Isolate WSa, 
unidentified, from the chip at the top left and Isolate WSb, 
Armillarea sp., from the chip at the top of the plate. 

Five of these eight chips from the heartwood/sapwood boundary in 
trembling aspen have yielded Isolate TI\.a, a very slow growing 
fungus without the characteristic appearance of a wood .cotting 
basidiomycetes: Phellinus tremulae. 

Two of these chips, top and left, taken from the second heartwood 
sampling annulus in lodgepole pine, have yielded Isolate L2a, a 
fungus of basidiomycete appearance which does not produce 
characteristic clamp connections: Phellinus~. 

All 6ight of these chips from the heartwood of black spruce nave 
yielded Isolate BSa, tentatively identified as Stereum 
san(}uioolentum. 

Three of these four chips from balsam fir heartwood have yielded 
Isolate BFa, Stereum sao(}uinoleotum. The fourth chip has a 
non-basidiomycete fungus which was inhibited by the selective 
medium. 

Three of these chips from alpine fir heartwood have yielded 
Isolate AFa, Stereum sao(}uiooleotum. The fourth has a 
ooo-basidiomycete fungus which was inhibited by the selective 
mediuIn. 

All seven of these chips from the heartwood of white spruce have 
yielded Isolate WSb, easily identified as an Armillerea by the 
black root-like mycelial cords, rhizomorphs, characteristic of 
this genus. 
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The original report includes a voluminous 
appendix of 119 figures (photographies, 
MR images, CT images and schematics). 
That appendix can be consulted at 
Forintek's Western Laboratory in 
Vancouver and at the Northern Forestry 
Centre, Canadian Forestry Service, in 
Edmonton. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

_~e ~1:::~~3t:e' ~:~zation of the major species in Alberta will require 
:-:,~~i:-:"i=3tic:", -c- '".he impact of defects on solid wood products cr re-c::::".stit-.:-::-~i 

~c:::d pr:::d~cts cr:::duced. The products must be durable, serviceable a~d 
d'..:c,e~si::::".ally 5:::3ble. Of considerable importance are the IT,ajor hard-..;ccd 
5;::e::-=-es: ~re:TnJ..i:1g aspen [Pc'Qulu$ trernulQides (Michx.) J ar...d bals2:-:1 p::::;>.'_3.:: 
: ?=c~l';s ta12?:-:1ifera (L.) J. Cornmercial use of these species has met ·..;~t:-: 

li~ited success. One major cause is the widespread existence of inter~3: 
defects and characteristics including wet pockets, pocket rot, incipie~::: de:~; 

a~Q staln. These are often found in wood of these species, which appears 
s:u:".d ~::>:::n external examination. Also of importance are the major soft:,..;c: i 
species: lodgepole pine [Pinus contOrta (Dougl.) var. latifolia (Engel~.):; 

alpb,e r:.r r ,,;,bies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt. J; balsam fir [Abies balsa;r.e;;; (=-.) 

:--1ill. J; black spruce [Picea mariana (Mill.) BSP]; and white spruce [2i:::p?
glo!.Uc;;; (Moench) Voss var. albertiana (S. Brown) Sarg]. These species are ~se::c 

::::r l~",ber, solid wood products and re-constituted wood products such as 
crie~ted strandboard and pulp and paper. Knowledge of the moisture 
distribution and chemical composition as well as the nature of defective 
abnormal regions in wood will assist the development of better utilizatian 
techniques for extracting maximum value from logs, chips and lurrber. 
identification of such characteristics as wood density, wet pockets, 

The 
, " 
l:1c.:..p-=-e:-'.'"::. 

decay, packet rot, knots, compression wood and sapwood, heartwood and juve~::..lc:: 

-..;ood boundaries will be of considerable value in the timely use of computer 
optimization programs for log and lumber breakdown. Application of this 
i<:.rlowledge to standing timber should lead to improved stand management 
techniques to provide increased growth and increased wood quality. 

The use of internal scanning and imaging technology has good potential tc 
~dentify and spatially locate the various characteristics already discussed. 
The techniques of X-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging, ultrasonics and microwaves are four which deserve investigation. 
Alt;-,ough thes"O t.8chniques are in varying stages of development, they sho--.:ld ce 
applicable to logs and lumber in locations where space limitations are nct a 
prablem. These internal scanning techniques should eventually be applicable 
to standing trees with the attendant reduction in equipment size and 
optimization of parameters which will yield the most appropriate informat~:J:'" 

for the forester. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 

:0 ~ie~-::y and evaluate t~e use of and potential opportunities ~~r 

i~:er~3: scanning and imaging technologies to assess decay ani woed 
q~a:i:y ~~ logs and standing trees for the principle species -- A:te~:~ 

:~ro~g~ 3 comprehensive literature review. 

:2 . :::: produce and analyze images using X-ray Cornputed Tornography ar:.<i 
~agnetic Resonance imaging to demonstrate the potential for sca~~i~g 
and imaging decay and wood quality in logs and standing trees for t~e 
principle species of Alberta. To identify the parameters used for ea=~ 
species considered. 

3. To evaluate the scanning and imaging technologies in terms of t~eir 
potential application in the primary mills (sawmills, pulpmills, and 
panelboard plants) with an estimate of the costs involved and t~e 
potential increases in productivity and savings. 

4. To identify opportunities for further research, developments and 
applications or adaptations by the Alberta forest industries and R & ~ 
establishments of the methods and equipment reviewed. 
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3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 THE JF INTE~~AL SCANNING AG~ I~~GING 

In theory, any technique which provides a signal that varies in response to 
the internal characteristics of logs or standing trees can provide the 
necessary i:-,forTI'.ation for a two dime:lsional image. Examination of the 

electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1) shows a range in fre~Jencies from 10 3 Hz 

to 10 25 Hz. Signals from the external and/or internal characteristics of 
materials can be produced over this frequency range. This review will 
concentrate on four window areas (Figure 1) which can give a signal related to 
the internal characteristics of wood: microwaves (300 MHz to 300 GHz); 

ultrasonics (20 kHz to 500 MHz); X-rays (10 18 Hz to 10 20 HZ, which include 
X-rays and Gamma rays); and magnetic resonance (MR) (1 KHz to SO MHz) . 

The internal characteristics that are useful to identify are shown in Table 1. 
Techni~Jes developed for the detection of decay in wood poles are described In 
a nurrber of manuals and review articles (Stott, 1969; Goodell and Graham, 
1983; Morris and Friis-Hansen, 1984; and Smith, 1984). Non-imaging techniques 
range from picking, visual evidence, drilling, torque measurement, 
resonant sounding, colour reactions, moisture content, impact resistance 
strength testing (pilodyn), pulsed audio signal-electrical resistance 
(shigometer), sonic velocity (pol-tek), acoustic dampening, acoustic 
vibration, to X-rays or gamma rays, CO2 detection, sniffer dogs, mechanical 

impedance, culturing of fungi, microscopy, ultrasonic (Purl), 
electrical resistance, strength tester (PEST), to name the majority of 
reported techniques. Techniques which lend themselves to mapping the location 
of internal decay will be described in the following sections (i.e., 
ultrasonics and X-rays) . 

There have also been a number of overviews on scanning for defect and wood 
quality detection for the solid wood product industries, including: Anon, 
1984; Mayer, 1985; Szymani, 1979; Szymani and McDonald, 1981; Szymani, 1985; 
Lee, 1958. Some of the techniques are offshoots from the medical scanning 
field (Mayer, 1985; Burgess, 1985). These techniques cover the fields of 
video scanning, electrical scanning for moisture content, laser and fibre 
optic scanning, sub-sonic, sonic and ultrasonic vibrations, microwaves, 
X-rays, positron emission tomography (PET), electron spin resonance (ESR), 
neutron scanning, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and optical methods. Again, 
the methods lending themselves to spatial location of internal wood 
characteristics will be covered in the following sections (i.e., microwaves, 
ultrasonics, X-ray computed tomography and MR imaging) . 

3.2 MICROWAVES 

Microwaves have a frequency from 300 MHz to 300 GHz and a corresponding 
wavelength in air from 1 m to 1 mm, respectively. The wavelengths would be 
1/2 to 1/5 as long in wood, depending on the dielectric constant of wood. 
Microwaves have different propagation phenomena - reflection, refraction, 
absorption, delay and depolarization. Information can be generated for both 
phase and amplitude. 
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Table 1 

:~:e;oa: pefec~s aod Wood Quality In Logs aod Standina Trees 

sound knots* 
unsound knots* 
compression wood* 
worm holes 
decay* 
incipient decay* 
spiral grain 
splits* 
cross grain 
bark pockets 
specific gravity* 
juvenile wood* 
extractives* 
moisture pockets* 

dead knots* 

tension wood 
grub holes 
rot * 
stain* 
checks* 
pitch pockets 
pith* 

low density* 
sapwood/heartwood boundary* 
wood species* 

foreign objects - rocks, metal, etc. 

*:::ndicates defects present in experimental sample log sections. 
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3.2.1 Ref:ection 

~~ electromagne~ic wave impinging on the interface between air and a 
dielectric inte~:~ce has some of the energy reflected. The amount of energy 
reflected depenis on the dielectric constants of the two materials, the ang:e 
of incidence and the polarization of the wave. 

3.2.2 Refraction 

The energy that is not reflected is transmitted into the other material. The 
wave is usually refracted at the interface. The velocity of the refracted 
wave is inversely proportional to the refractive index of the material. The 
refractive index in turn is the square root of the dielectric constant of the 
material. When the wave passes the interface, it follows the angle of trans
mission which is dependent on the refractive indexes of the materials. This 
change of direction must occur to ensure phase continuity across the boundary. 

3.2.3 Absorption 

Dielectric materials usually absorb electromagnetic energy and convert it to 
heat. The amount of absorption depends on the material and to some degree on 
the frequency. The wave thus loses energy as it passes through the dielectric 
material. Although many materials exhibit low loss factors, water in either 
solid or gaseous form leads to increased loss. Absorption is usually a linear 
effect dependent on the distance travelled. 

3.2.4 Delay 

Since the velocity of the wave in a material varies with the dielectric 
constant, a delay in the wave propagation occurs when compared to its 
propagation through the same distance in a vacuum. This delay is proportional 
to the refractive index and the distance travelled. 

3.2.5 Depolarization 

When a planar wave impinges on an object of arbitrary shape, the surfaces may 
not always correspond to the polarization planes of the wave. The reflected 
wave may then have a polarization which differs from the incident wave; it is 
thus depolarized. This phenomenon can also occur when the wave propagates 
through an anisotropic or inhomogeneous material. 

The field of microwaves is the least developed and requires more work to 
determine how promising it will be for application to internal scanning of 
logs and standing trees. Using the previously described microwave propagation 
properties, work has concentrated on the detection of such wood characteris
tics as density, moisture content, grain direction, shape, thickness, surface 
conductivity, decay, holes, knots and dielectric constant (Szymani and 
McDonald, 1981; Szymani, 1979; Szymani, 1985; Bergh, 1985; Juvonen, 1985; 
King et al., 1985). Microwaves are unable to penetrate deeply into conduc
tors, making them more suited to applications using lumber than to applica
tions using logs or standing trees. In addition, the differentiation of 
defects smaller than the wavelength are difficult even in lumber sized pieces. 
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~:~=aso~~os ~e:2=s to the generation, propagation, detect~on and use of 
~:c=asou~:i (s~'_.:·.j with a frequency between 20 KHz and 500 MHz - figure ~) 

~eoa~se t~e ~~::~agat~on of ultrasound is basically a mechanical p~e~o~e~e~, 
~as been used :requently for the non-destruotive evaluation of in~ernal 
o~a=acter~stics in wood (Stott, 1969; Goodell and Graham, 1933; Mor=is an:i 
:::::~':'s-!-{a:-,.ser:., 1984; SMith, 1984; Szymani, 1985; Lee, 1958; Mil.2..er:.a:... a:.., 
:"965; ?arrett, 1965; Anon., 1933; Holland and Heath, 1983; Kristiansen, ~j::;; 

:V:ayer, :"985; Pellerin ~ .al.., 1986; Arita ~ .al.., 1986; Szymani, 1979; 0Z:l::-.a~.· 

a:--.:i ~:::::Jo:--.ald, 1981). 

~:~rasonic waves (longitudinal or transverse) can be propagated in any e'asci~ 
body wi~h the form of the wave dependent on the elastic properties of the 
::-.e:iiu:c'.. Longitudinal waves (compression waves) are created by displaced 
par~i::::les vibrating parallel to the direction of wave propagation. The 
velocity is dependent on Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and the density. 
For ~ransverse waves (shear waves) the disnlaced particles vibrate 
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The velocity is depen:ienc 
on the modulus of rigidity and the density. Longitudinal waves have a high 
velocity in most media with the wavelengths being very short compared to the 
cross-sectional area of the transducer producing the waves. This allows 
focussing of the energy into a sharp beam. Transverse waves, on the other 
hand, have a velocity about half that of the longitudinal waves and a 
similarly shorter wave length. The shorter wavelength makes the transverse 
waves more sensitive to small inclusions and results in internal scattering 0: 

ehe waves. 

~ltrasonic waves may be subjected to reflection, refraction or mode conversion 
'",hen the waves propagated in one medium reach an interface with another 
~edlum. Mode conversion is the changing of longitudinal waves into transverse 
waves and visa versa. Each medium has a characteristic impedance, which is 
given as the pr~~uct of the wave velocity and the density, and helps determ~ne 
the transported waves' energy intensity. An incident wave impinged on a plane 
interface at other than a zero angle of incidence will give both longitudinal 
and transverse reflected and transmitted waves. Internal differences in 
density and velocity due to inclusions (defects) give rise to changes in the 
wave energy intensity and thus information about the type and location of 
defects. 

There are at least five different ways ultrasonic testing can be done. One 
way is through transmission requiring a transmitter and a receiver. A defec~ 
or flaw reflects some of the energy, causing a reduction in amplitude. F::::r 
the other methods, the transmitter and receiver are one and the same and use 
echoes to detect changes inside a material. Echo ranging uses a straight bea~ 
which, if a defect or flaw is present, echoes the beam back while the end of 
the work piece creates a back echo. Other teChniques use variations of this 
same principle. 

One ~ajor problem with ultrasonics for imaging logs and standing trees is :~e 
acoustic coupling between the transducer (a piezoelectric crystal) and the 

wood. The characteristic impedance of air (0.0004 kg/m2 ) is about 1/5000 that 

of wood (1.7 kg/m2 for pine to 3.5 kg/m2 for oak) giving rise to an almost 
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cecal less ef energy transmission. This can be resolved by ensuring c~ac 
air gap exises becween cransducer and the wood surface. To overcame t~is 
difficulcy, w~:~r has been used as an acoustic coupling medium, since its 

:~aracterise~' _~pedance (1.48 kg/m2 ) is closer to that of wood. T~is 
eechnique has l~d to the spatial location and identification of such incernal 
woed characteriscics as knots, cross grain, rot, holes (greater t~an 3/4 in.), 
pitch pockets, bark inclusions, pith, wane, and torn grain in lu:nber 
(:Cristiansen, 1985; Mayer, 1984; Szymani, 1979; Szymani and Mc:Jonald, 198:; 
Szymani, 1985) and in logs (Mayer, 1984). Normal variations in moisture and 
specific gravity are not readily identified by this approach. 

~ork in the area of rot detection and spatial location has occurred with so~e 
success (}\.rita s;;..t.. ll., 1986; Morris, 1986). The method used by Arita ~ ~. 
(:986) uses propagation time and signal decay (attenuation) between a 
transducer and receiver. To detect sapwood decay the transducer and receiver 
are first placed across the diameter at a healthy location on the post to gi";e 
a propagation time for a reference value. The propagation time is then 
::"easured through the diameter eight times at equally spaced intervals around 
the post at the location of interest (usually at groundline). The propagation 
thr.e is then measured for each quadrant with the transducer/receiver placed ae 
90 degrees to each other. For heartwood decay the transducer is placed at one 
location and the receiver is moved stepwise around the circumference to pick 
up the difference in propagation time. This approach is tedious; however, 
results are promising. 

Two independent lines of research in the United Kingdom have recently come up 
with experimental scanning devices for imaging decay in wooden poles and 
railway ties, respectively (Morris, 1986). The former evaluates attenuation 
of an ultrasonic pulse across the pole between three transmitter and 27 
receiver positions. The presence or absence of a threshold level for the 
signal denotes sound or decayed wood respectively between the transmitter and 
receiver. The 27 positive or negative readings are used to create a 
computerized cJmogram of the decay. Several independent evaluations (one of 
which was carried out by P.I. Morris) showed that the device shows a great 
deal of promise but requires fine tuning. Refinement of the device is 
currently underway in the U.K. and it may be possible to obtain a modified 
version in the near future. 

The second British device analyzes the wave form created in a tie by an iIT.pace 
from a hammer. It is claimed that the analysis can detect the location and 
extent of defects within the tie. This device is being developed by 8iokil 
Chemicals Ltd. under contract to British Rail as part of a remedial treatmenc 
and a maintenance program. 

Ultrasonics show good promise for imaging in the future because of their 
ability to detect a wide range of wood characteristics. For logs and standing 
trees the acoustic coupling problems must be better resolved. Resolution and 
response speed must also be improved. 
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3.~.1 X-;~y ~~~'og;aphy 

-::--.e X-::3Y 'w:':--.:i:;'o' (?igure 1) for looking at wood i:l.cludes both X-:cays, ::;a::~'":',a 

rays a~a ~eu~r=ns. X-rays characteristically have shcrt wavele~gths jetween 

S x 10- 9 and 10 -12 meters. The X-ray tubes are operated at a potential c~ 
jetween 6 KeV and 1 MeV. For radiography, an X-ray tube is used as a sour=e 
c~ X-rays and an image receptor--photographic film, fluorescent screen, TV 
screen or scintillographic system--is used to detect changes in attenua~ion 
(decay) as the rays pass through the object. The projection image of the 
material being examined is the sum of the transmitted energy through the 
=bject. The horizontal location of any included defects can be determined; 
however, the vertical spatial location cannot be determined from a single 
transmission. Work has been done to detect decay, insect damage, density 
profiles, holes and knots using radiographic techniques (Szymani, 1979; 
Szymani and McDonald, 1981; Szymani, 1985; Birring and Smith, 1985; Truma~, 

1953; Gardner.at. .a.l.., 1980; Thornton.at. .a.l.., 1980; Liu.at. .a.l.., 1984; Burgess, 
1985; Nystrom, 1985; Solberg, 1985; Harbich, 1984). A practical application 
-of radiography in the forest industry is the TINA log quality measuring system 
in Sweden (Nystrom, 1985). The transmitted intensity at two diameters at 
right angles is used to place the logs into quality classes. Density 
variations and knot locations determine the class. However, a precise two 
dimensional spatial location of included wood characteristics is not possible 
through this technique. 

3.4.2 Neutron Radio~raphy 

Neutron radiography (Solberg, 1985; Szymani, 1979; Szymani and McDonald, 193:"..) 
is similar to X-ray radiography but can penetrate a greater thickness of more 
dense material with less scattering. Even greater difficulty in obtaining a 
two dimensional image is present since it examines the total mass content as 
opposed to mass content along specific rays as given by X-ray or gamma ray 
methods. This technique has proven useful in measuring moisture content in 
bulk materials, consistency of pulp slurries, density, thickness, flaws, 
cracks, voids and inclusions. 

3.4.3 X-ray and Gamma Ray Computed Tomo~raphy (CT) 

Computed tomography is one of the most significant advances in X-ray imaging, 
since it allows the internal structure of an object to be reconstructed from 
multiple projections of the object. A thin cross section of the object is 
scanned with a wide fan X-ray or gamma ray beam and the transmitted radiation 
detected. The beam is rotated through 360 degrees and the resulting photon 
density data is reconstructed into a two dimensional image using an 
appropriate algorithm. Computed tomography imaging is not confined to the 
wood products industry (Allan, 1984; Hartley, 1986). However, CT imaging has 
been used to study wood allover the world, particularly with logs or standing 
trees. 

These studies began using medical scanners to determine the potential of this 
technique (Burgess, 1985; Hailey .at. .a.l.., 1985; Schmidt, 1978; Asplund and 
~ohansson, 1984; Benson-Cooper, 1982; Hattori, 1985; Funt and Bryant, 1984; 
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':'ay':"o::- ~ .a..l.., 1984; Wagner and Taylor, 1985; Taylor, 1980; Bir::-ing a:.C: S:c.i-::"., 
=-9:33; .50:::-e:-:32:'""'*1 :986). These studies have demonst:-3~ed t:;,at i::.te~::a: :ie~e,:::.s 

anc: ~ood o~a::-3 ~~::-istics such as decay, knots, cracks, worm holes, ann~a':" 

::-ingc, ~nseo~ -3~ities, pruned branches, sapwood/heartwood bcundary, ta::-~ anc: 
::-esin poc~e~s, ~~ue stain, rocks, moisture distribution and extent of 
i:-:'.pregnation ':"~c~uor can be detected and differentiated. The 1 rom ::-eso':"·-,~io:-. 

of current imaging systems was noted as being more than required fc::
industrial forest products application. The time needed ~o collect the da-::a 
and to reconstruct the image is currently too long for potential on-line 
applications. The high cost of medical scanners (in excess of $1 million) was 
ocnsidered to be prohibitive. Radiation hazard, life expectancy of the X-ray 
tc:bes, the need for highly qualified personnel, and availability of highly 
o:xnplex computer programs to make use of the internal information for 
maximizing recovery were some of the additional problems to be solved before 
medical types of scanners can be used in industrial applications. 

':'here are three other areas of interest in imaging using X-ray CT. To address 
the problem of how to take advantage of the internal information from CT, the 
Japanese have looked at the determination of grain orientation to maximize 
value recovery in lumber (Noguchi, 1985; Tochigi, 1983). Soft X-rays were 
used to determine the grain orientation and knot location in test logs. A 
computer simulation program was used to generate an optimum sawing solution. 
This system is still too expensive for adoption by Japanese industry. 

The Japanese have developed a portable CT scanning system for use on standing 
trees (Onoe ll.a..l.., 1983; Fox, 1983; Onoe, 1986; Nakamura, 1984). The scan:.er 
has three columated X-ray beams at eight degrees apart with projection data 
taken every two degrees around the circumference of the tree to obtain a two 
dimensional image of the tree. Decay, tree rings, knots and various other 
internal defects can be determined with adequate resolution. However, a 
weight of 50 kg, a scan time of 10-1/2 hours, and the inability to produce 
on-ehe-spot pictures, make the present system unacceptable for freq'Jent use. 

The other main development is in Germany where a portable gamma ray CT scanne::
has been used to reasonably successfully measure decay in standing trees 
(Habermehl, 1982a and 1982b). This device uses a single source and detector 
on opposite sides of the tree. The attenuation of the beam is measured for 
the entire thickness of the stem at one location. The device then moves the 
source/detector along a coordinated parallel path until the entire diameter 
has been scanned. The device is then turned through a small angle and the 
next profile recorded. A complete profile of the cross section is built up. 
The data are collected and the reconstruction is completed in the laboratory. 
A three dimensional representation of the two dimensional absorption 
coefficient map is created to allow ease of interpretation. The four 
classifications of decay require some subjective interpretation from the 
created image. Resolution required improvement to identify small areas of 
decay. In addition, a semi-portable rapid data collecting system was 
described using a wide fan beam source and a 71 detector array, rotated around 
~he circumference every eight degrees. In addition to the decay application 
it is hoped some correlations can be developed between the absorption 
ooefficient and the chemical composition of the wood. 
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3.4.4 Radicg;a&;'>"1v and CT Surnrnary 

,:::crc.s:~t.ed :::crc.c:::;::,c"",y is a dramatic improvement over radiographic tech:-.~:::;:'..:es 

',.ihich can C:-'>f .;.ve a one dimensional spatial location of interr.al 'n'ccd 
::::::-:'a~a.cteris:.:'cs. Computed tomography provides a two dimensional rec::::;.s::.:::'-.:=:..~:::~: 

:::;rcss density map utilizing the absorption coefficient of the wood cross 
It. does detect and differentiate the following internal defec:::s a~i 

~ccd characteristics: decay, knots, cracks, worm holes, annual rings, ~~sect 

cavities, pruned branches, sapwood/heartwood boundary, bark and resin poC~et3. 
c~~e stain, rocks, moisture distribution, and impregnation of liquor. The 
,;t.i~ization of CT scanners in the sawmill appears to be at least t.wo years 
a~ay. The high cost of CT scanners ($0.6 to $2 million) must be reduced. 
:::-e!: i::.ement of portable scanners is continuing in Japan and Gerrr,any. T::e 
radiation hazard must be protected against. 

3.5 MAGKETIC RESQN&~CE (ME) 

The ~agnetic resonance window makes use of the low-energy, radio frequency 
band of the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1) from 1 KHz to 800 MHz. '::--,e 
principle of ME (Fullerton, 1982; Pykett ~ ~., 1982: Portugal, 1984) begins 
with t.he object to be studied being placed in a very uniform magnetic field. 
':hose nuclei within the object with a magnetic moment align themselves to the 
external magnetic field. The magnetic moment of the nuclei precess about the 
rc,agnetic field with an angular frequency called the Larmor frequency. This 
frequency is dependent on the field strength and the magnetogyric constant. 
which is characteristic of the specific nucleus under study. Nuclei with a 

high magnetogyric constant (IH and 19F ) lend themselves to imaging and 

spectroscopy, while those with a lower constant (13 C and 31 p ) can be used fcr 
spect.roscopy. If the object is then irradiated with a radio frequency (EF) 
wave at the resonant frequency, the magnetization will be rotated out of the 
criginal plane. When the RF wave ceases, the magnetization realigns itself 
with the original plane. The two characteristic relaxation phenomona are =1 

(the spin-lattice relaxation time) where the perturbed nuclei realign 
themselves with the lattice structure, and T2 (the spin-spin relaxation time) 

where the perturbed in-phase spins dephase with respect to one another. The 
importance of these two relaxation times is that they provide information 
about the chemical environment in the vicinity of the protons. There is no 
similar analogy with X-rays. 

3.5.1 Ma~netic Resonance Spectroscopy 

2art of the basis for scanning or imaging of logs or standing trees using MR 
is the characteristic relaxation time of different internal wood 
characteristics which can be obtained from spectroscopic studies. Both the 
spectroscopy and imaging of wood to date look at IH protons because of their 
relative abundance and high magnetogyric constant. A number of spectroscopic 
studies examined the moisture content of wood and/or pulp using an ME 
technique (Magnusson ~ ~., 1972: Nanassy, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1978). To 
obt.ain an accurate estimate, the weight of the sample was required. 
Subsequent studies looked at water flow and diffusion in wood (Parker, 1985: 
?eemoeller ~ ~., 1985; Gummerson ~ ~., 1979: MacGregor, 1983). Further 



sc~~~es ha~e 2..acked at understand~ng the location of the water ~n the ~ac~ a~i 
~efi;-'l~ng t:--.e ::e2..axation times (Riggin.eJ:...a.l., 1979; Byrne .at. .al.., 1986; ~e~c:" 

~ al., ::'937; .hansson, 1985; Hailey.eJ:.. ll., 1985). One of the ""ore 
de::initi'~'e sc .. ': .. es (Menon rt .ai., 1987) has shown that for Douglas-f.:.r ar.d 
~este::r. ::ed cej~:: there are three components to the T2 relaxation time wn.:.cn 

ha-ve been anatc:"",.:.cally confirmed. These components are: water in the ce::'l 
~alls, water in the latewood tracheids and ray cells, and water in the 
earlywood tracheids. Because water in the cell walls should be most 
in::luenced by the chemical environment, the identification and e-ventual 
~maging of this component should lead to better identification of wood 
:::haracteristics. 

lhe absolute moisture content of wood can be determined from the free 
induction decay when combined with a knowledge of the chemical composition ~C 

the wood. The fibre saturation point can be determined from a single 

:l'.easur·: nt on the sapwood. Follow-up work has been underway during the :oasc 
year an~ has resulted in further collaborative evidence as to the location c:: 
the water components. A reduction in T2 value due to the presence of decay 

has also been shown. In addition, some differences in T1 between species ha-ve 

been indicated. The spectrometer studies above all can enhance the 
interpretation of MR images (Menon ~ .ai., 1987; Hailey ~ .ai., 1985) 

A further area of interest is the solid signal from the cell walls. The ~R 
spectroscopy of the lignin and cellulose may lead to applications in the pulp 
and paper field. Work with bean plant cell walls (Taylor ~ .ai., 1983; MacKay 
.at. .ai., 1982) has characterized cellulose and pectin. Thus, the 
characterization of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin should also be 
possible with tnG cell walls of wood. This could lead to rapid identificat~cn 
of wood quality since it relates to the chemical makeup. 

3.5.2 Ma¥netic 3esonance Ima~in~ 

Magnetic resonance imaging uses the same basic process as spectroscopic 
studies (Burgess, 1985; Pykett ~ .ai., 1982; Fullerton, 1982; Portugal, 1984; 
Aronson, 1984). The addition of a one dimensional field gradient coil across 
the object allows a projection profile to be created in the perpendicular 
direction. The gradient direction is rotated in increments to cover 180 
degrees. The data intensity profiles of these projections is used to 
reconstruct a map of the protons in the object. By using different RF pulse 
sequences, T2 and T1 maps can also be obtained. Several studies have 

investigated MR imaging of wood (Hailey ~ .ai., 1985; Asplund and Johansson, 
1984; Johansson, 1985; Burgess, 1985; Hall rt .ai., 1985; Kucera rt .ai., 1985; 
Wang and Chang, 1985). The technique can detect the presence of the following 
wood characteristics: knots, sapwood/heartwood boundary, decay, moisture 
pockets, wcrm holes, shake, annual rings and juvenile wood. Potential futu::e 
applications of the technique are in wood drying, wood preservation and plant 
pathological studies. Problems for on-line application include the scanning 
time, which is currently up to tens of minutes long, the high cost of the 
scanners (over $1,000,000), the immobility of the systems, and lack of 
detailed studies on the fundamental parameters involved. 
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~esearch (Anon., 1986a, b, c, d and e) is helpi~g t: ~a~e X? 
tool far physiological characterization. Of particula~ 

i~te~est ~o~ ~_,~~e wood products applications are the developing high-speei 
Work is also being done on flow i~aging, which is also :~ 

i::-,pa~ta:,.ce becdcl::3e :ast imaging sequences are required ta c:;aracte~ize :1:',·;, 
:he conse~sus is that practical MR imaging of a single slice will be do~e in _ 
3:1 ::-.illisecond interval, making the teChnique practical for fast full 
:haracterization of an entire log, at some time in the near future. ether 
developments include the use of ultra-low field magnets (less than 0.:12 :es13) 
which reduce the cost of such a system. Work is being done by the major ~R 
i::-,aging companies (Picker f Phillips, Siemens etc.) on various image 
::::eca:'.struction techniques which will more completely defir.e the ir.he~er.t 

characteristics of the material being imaged, particularly T1 and T2 . The 

~.v. Phillips (Holland) group showed interest last August at the Fifth Annual 
~eeting of the Sociey of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine conference in 
application of MR to forestry. Magic angle and chemical shift imaging may 
help to more fully define the chemical characteristics of the material being 
studied. 

3.5.4 MR Su~mary 

Magnetic resonance is such a promising technique for the forest industry 
because it detects the effect of the physical and chemical environment on the 
proton (1 H) distribution. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy allows the 
non-destructive determination of the moisture content of wood. The fibre 
saturation point can be determined from a single sapwood measurement. 

~agnetic resonance also allows correlation of the high resolution measurements 
of the relaxation times (T 1 and T2 ) with the physical and chemical 

characteristics)f wood for optimizing imaging. 
(T 1 ) may allow some separation of species. 

One of the relaxation times 

Magnetic resonance imaging allows reconstruction of a two dimensional image 0: 
any plane through wood. Proton density, and T1 and T2 maps of the internal 

physical and chemical characteristics can be reconstructed. The following 
defects and internal characteristics can be detected: knots, 
sapwood/heartwood boundary, decay, moisture distribution and pockets, worm 
holes, shake, annual rings and juvenile wood. The log scan times currently 
required (many minutes) may soon be reduced to tens of milliseconds using high 
speed imaging techniques. The high cost may be reduced dramatically by use 0: 
lower magnetic field magnets. This in turn would reduce the size of the 
equipment. 

~ill applications using some of the basic MR parameters could occur within the 
next few years. Application of two or three dimensional MR imaging of whole 
::'ogs in sawmills is five years or longer away. 
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4.J It-'..AGING DECAY AJID WOOD QUALITY USING MR A..."iD CT 

EXDer~~e~:al Material 

A cwo-foot log segment of each of the seven Alberta species listed in the 
Introduction were obtained in early July, 1986, courtesy of Millar Western 
Industries Inc. from their logging area in the Whitecourt Forest District. 
Sac!1 segrnent was freshly bucked with some decay present and was approxi:i,ate~! 

12 inches in diameter. The segments were double-wrapped in plastic to reta~n 
the ~oisture that was present. Within a week of arrival at Forintek, after 
removing four inches of trim, a one-inch disc was removed from each end of t~c 
log segments for carrying out decay assessment. These discs were labelled 
Slice 1A and Slice 2A. The decay assessment 
and CT images to be subsequently obtained. 

~as to allow correlation wit!1 MR 
The remainder of the log segments 

were then heavily wrapped in plastic and stored in a controlled environment 
cha~ber at 26 percent relative humidity to minimize moisture loss. 

4.1.2 Decay Assessment 

Alt!1ough visible evidence of decay such as discolouration, softening and 
shrinkage was readily discernible in most of the logs under study the absence 
of these diagnostic features in some areas does not necessarily preclude the 
presence of wood-rotting basidiomycetes and reduction in strength properties. 
These fungi can frequently be isolated several centimeters from the edge of 
the visibly decayed area. 

It may also be the case that areas of timber with discolouration suggestive of 
early stages of decay may be due to wound responses of the tree rather than 
fungal attack. 

Since MR spectroscopy can detect the effect of solutes in wood on the MR 
parameters, there may be an effect from fungal metabolites, in particular 
radical cations and other highly reactive chemical species involved in decay 
on these same parameters. The concentrations of these metabolites may vary 
with the stage of decay and may help to explain variations in the MR spectc.lr.,. 

In order to confirm the preliminary application of scanning techniques for 
decay detection it was necessary to assess the extent of colonization by the 
wood-rotting basidiomycetes (WRB). 

The two 1 inch thick slices, cut from each end of each log adjacent to the 
positions to be scanned, were stored in plastic bags in a refrigerator until 
they were sampled. The sampling technique was originally developed for 
determining fungal distribution in wood poles (Morris, Dickinson and Levy, 
1984). It accounts for any variation in size or shape of roundwood while 
permitting accurate location of fungi isolated. 

Small chips of timber were removed at 20 rnm intervals around sample "annuli" 
spaced 20 mm apart, working in two directions away from four radii at 90° to 
eac!1 other (see Figure 2). One of the four radii is arbitrarily designated 
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------- Radius Code 

---Annulus Code 

Chip Code---

w- -E 

---Heartwood 

------Sapwood 

-~------------Bark 

s 

Figure 2. Pattern of sampling for mapping of fungus distribution in logs. 
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~0~~~ and ~~e ~~~ers are consequently south, east and west. 
were identified by their position with respect co these four 
at t~e fo~r -.~: were given the subscript No, So' Wo or Eo' Tr .. e c:--.ips 20 ~_-:-~ 

r::::..:.::el:" s:'de -I>I';":~,:~ NEt NW, WN, etc., subscript 1 and the next either s:'de ~.·.;e:ce 

3u':::::scripc 2, -"t::. Where the sets of samples, e.g. NW and 1f.'N, apprc::'2of'.ed 0:--.02 

anot~er, if t~~ penultimate chips were 25-35 rrm apart, a sing~e chip W2S 
::>2:-:-'.:'"Ied :ialf-way between them. Prior to sampli:1g, the cross sectic:-,~ rl'las 

iecont2minated by swabbing with tissue soaked in 70 percent ethano~. ~onio3: 

32:C'.ple chips were formed with two inclined cuts from a U-shaped gouge. '::'~.e 

pci:-'.ted end of the chip was pushed into a selective agar medium wit!"'. ::'he 
origi:-',al decontaminated surface horizontal. This permits fungi from 3-5 r:-.::-. 

':::::e~ow the original surface, unaffected by the 70 percent alcohol, co grow 
jirect~y into the agar (see Figures 3 to 9). The agar medium (Morris, 
Jic~inson and Levy, 1984) contains 2.0 percent malt extract, 3.0 mg 8encmy: 
(se:ective for basidiomycetes) and 100 mg Streptomycin (selective against 
bac:.eria) . 

T~e samples were incubated at 25'C and examined after 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 weeks. 
~he fungi isolated were subcultured and examined for the growth habit and 
presence of clamp connections which are diagnostic features of basidiomycetes. 
Isolates were identified by the initial letters of the wood species and a 
suffix "a" or "b" for different basidiomycetes from the same log. 

Almost all the slices yielded isolates from large areas of the visibly dec2yed 
wood, which did not possess these diagnostic features. It was necessary to 
determine whether these were WRB, secondary non-wood rotting basidiomycetes:;:: 
secondary non-wood rotting mould fungi. This could be done by identifying the 
fungi as known wood-rotting species or by assessing their decay capability 
directly. As ~~is project was directed towards decay detection, it was felt 
that categorization of these isolates should be on functional criteria. A 
::',odification of the AWPA M-I0 (American Wood Preservers' Assocation, 1986) 
:oil block test was therefore used to assess their ability to cause weight 
loss in wood. The method was similar to that given in the M-I0 standard with 
the exception of: (1) a reduced block size, 14 mm rather than 19 mm; (2) three 
blocks rather than two per soil jar; (3) an eight week rather than a twelve 
week incubation period; and (4) the use of the non-standard fungi under test. 

Ponderosa pine sapwood was used for fungi isolated from softwoods and aspen 
sapwood was used for fungi isolated from Po~ulus sp. 

At the completion of this test the results for four of the isolates were found 
to be inconclusive. It was therefore necessary to attempt the identification 
of the isolates by comparison with known isolates from culture collection or 
by the use of selective enzyme reagents and microscopic features (Stalpers, 
1978) . 

4.1.3 Moisture Content and S~ecific Grayity Determination 

Blocks representing both sound and decayed wood were chosen from the discs 
:.lsed for decay assessment to determine both moisture content and specific 
gravity. The number of blocks per disc varied from 18 to 39. The green 
weight and oven dry weight were used for moisture content determination. The 
specific gravity was determined using the green volume and the oven dry 
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This agar plate was inoculated with five from the sdPwood of 
white spruce. Two basidiomycetes have grown out: Isolate WSa, 
unidentified, from the chip at the top left and Isolate WSb, 
Armillarea SP.f from the chip at the top of the plate. 
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Figure 4. Five of these eight chips from the heartwood/sapwood boundary in 
trembling aspen have yielded Isolate TAa, a very slow growing 
fungus without the characteristic appearance of a wood rotting 
basidiomycetes: Phellinus tremulae. 
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Figure 5. Two of these chips, top and left, taken from the second heartwood 
sampling annulus in lodgepole pine, have yielded Isolate LPa, a 
fungus of basidiomycete appearance which does not produce 
characteristic clamp connections: Phellinus~. 
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Figure 6. All eight of these chips from the heartwood of black spruce have 
yielded Isolate BSa, tentatively identified as Stereum 
sanguinolentum. 



Figure 7. 
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Three of these four chips from balsam fir heartwood have yielded 
Isolate BFa, Stereum sanguinolentum. The fourth chip has a 
non-basidiomycete fungus which was inhibited by the selective 
medium. 
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Figure 8. Three of these chips from alpine fir heartwood have yielded Isolate 
AFar Stereum sanguinolentum. The fourth has a non-basidiomycete 
fungus which was inhibited by the selective medium. 
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Figure 9. All seven of these chips from the heartwood of white spruce have 
yielded Isolate WSb, easily identified as an Armillerea by the 
black root-like mycelial cords, rhizomorphs, characteristic of this 
genus. 
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·,."e~ght. I':-:'e green ?olume '"as measured by saturating the samples in water '::Jy 

submerging the blocks in water and subjecting them to 1-1/2 hours of vacuum 
followed by 1-1/2 hours of pressure. The calculation of the specific Jravi~y 
~s :::engiven by (Smith, 1954): 

1 
specific gravity 

0.346 

saturated weight; MOD = oven dry weight. 

~.1.4 MR and CT Imaging 

Maanetic resonance (MR) images were obtained from a single 10 rom slice, four 
inches from one end (Slice 1, four inches from decay assessment Slice 1A) of 
each of the seven species at the end of July, 1986. A Picker scanner with a 
0.15 Tesla superconducting magnet, housed at the University of British 
Columbia (UBC) , was used. A specially designed multiple echo protocol 
designated 51 ME6SS was developed to image as wide a range of echo values (TE) 
as possible (scans for each of the following TEs were obtained: 26, 52, 78, 
104, 130 ad 156 millisec.). The fo~lowing additional parameters were used: 
repeat time (TR) of 500 milliseconds; 8 repetitions; 256 views; a 30 cm field, 
and 17 min. scan time. 

In addition, the trembling aspen segment (Slice 1) was scanned on the more 
powerful Philips Gyroscan 1.5 Tesla imaging system at the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) on August 20, 1986. A TR of 500 msec was used 
with 8 repetitions for a slice thickness of 10 mm. There were 8 mUltiple echo 
times imaged with TE = 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210 and 240 msec. Three 
additional T2 images and three RH (proton density) images were produced using 
TE = 30 msec with 8 repetitions and the total signal from 8 echos. 

Computed tomographic (CT) X-ray images were obtained for the same single slice 
(Slice 1) used for MR images for each of the seven species on July 31, 1986. 
An additional image was obtained four inches in from the opposite end of each 
log segment (Slice 2, 4 inches from decay assessment Slice 2A). A Siemens DR2 
scanner housed at the University of British Columbia was used. The scan time 
was two seconds per each 8 mm slice using a 125 KV X-ray source giving a 
resolution of 1 rom. 

E:ach image had "N", "S", "En and "W" quadrants designated for ease of 
comparison with each other and for correlation with the previously described 
decay assessment. 

4.1.5 PhotograQhic ImaQinQ 

cor visual comparison of the wood quality and decay present in each log 
segment with the corresponding MR and CT images, the center of the plane 
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::.::::-cugh '..which the images 
... ~i::.e photcg::-aph taken. 

we::-e made was sawn open and a co:o::- and a b:ac~ 

:;-,e ~R, CT and f:r-.ct.ographic i.mages, fungi location figures and :'[',oistu;:e 
content and specific gravity overlays are presented as Figures I-l through 
:-1:9 in Appendix I. The order of the species is t;:embling aspen, ba:sam 
poplar, lodgepole pine, alpine fir, balsam fir, black spruce and white spruce. 
~/"':':.:;'in eac~ species the order of the figures are: MR images, CT :':T1.ages, --~ --~

photographs, black and white photographs, fungi location and moisture ccn::.en::. 
and specific gravity overlays (e.g., I-28 and I-30). Refer to pages viii ::'0 

xi for a detailed listing of the figures. For lodgepole pine and whi::.e spruoe 
there were respectively only one and four MR images obtained for the short TE 
values because of low moisture content. 

The distribution of wood rotting basidiomycetes (WRB) and of bacteria in the 
cross sections sampled (represented as coloured dots) is presented in 
Figures I-27, I-29 for trembling aspen; I-43, I-45 for balsam poplar; I-54, 
I-56 for lodgepole pine; I-70, I-72 for alpine fir; I-86, I-88 for balsam :ir; 
I-I02, I-104 for black spruce; and I-116, I-1I8 for white spruce. 

Each sample position where microorganisms of interest were located has been 
colour coded for type of fungus or bacterium. Unlabelled positions were 
either sterile or yielded no fungi known to be associated with basidiomycete 
decay. Red spots represent WRB; green spots represent non-wood rotting fungi 
associated with decayed wood; and yellow spots represent bacteria possibly 
associated with decay or with wet wood. 

4.3 DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 Decay Assessment 

Decay CaQability of Isolates 

Only two of the isolates tested, WSa (Figure 3) and SPa, from white spruce and 
balsam poplar, respectively, demonstrated an ability to cause rapid mass loss 
in the M-10 test (Table 2). Isolate TAa from trembling aspen caused a 
comparatively low weight loss, but this may be explained on the basis of its 
very slow growth rate. The results for the remaining four isolates were 
inconclusive. Weight losses caused by the isolates from alpine fir (AFa) and 
balsam fir (BFa) were less than the level (three percent) regarded as 
significant. The isolate from lodgepole pine (LPa) was borderline, while the 
isolate from black spruce (BSa) was barely significant. 

Identification of Isolates 

Isolate TAa (Figure 4) was identified as Phellinus tremulae (Bond) Bond and 
30rsov, using Stalpers' (1978) key to the Aphyllophorales. This fungus is by 
far the most common cause of heart rot in trembling aspen in Canada (Hepting, 
1971), but has commonly been referred to as ~ ignarius (L ex Fr) Kickx. 



:s:)2-ate Nc.:mber 

WSa 
WSb 
BSa 
BFa 
AFa 
LPa 
BPa 
TAa 
Control 

NT - Not tested 
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Table 2 

Weight Loss and Identity for Wood-Rotting 
Basidiomycete Isolates 

Identity if Known 

unidentified 
Armillarea sp. 
Stereum sanguinlolentum 

" 
" " 

Phellinus l2.i.ni 
Unidentified 
Phellinus tremulae 
~1one 

Mean Percent 
Weight Loss 

20.57 
NT 
5.27 
1. 98 
2.70 
3.25 
24.47 

9.01 
0.56 

Wood 

Pine 

Pine 
Pine 
Pine 
Pine 
Aspen 
Aspen 
Pine 



:~e iso:ate from lodgepole pine (Figure 5), with a barely significant weigh~ 
loss, was identified as Phellinus ~ (Thore ex Fr.) Pilat, one of the most 
:C:1".::',cncaL:ses ~.: stain and heart rot in lodgepole pine in Alberta (:"cma:1 a'.::1 
? 3.'.:':' , :'963; R':::: _"",-son-Jeffrey and Loman, 1963). 

:::e ~sc':'ates f~,:m black spruce (BSa), balsam fir (Bfa) and alpine fir (Ara) , 
' ... it::' very low ~'2ight losses, were very similar to each ot:'1er in app€arance 
?ig:..:res 6, 7 and 8, respectively). On the basis of microscopic 
characteristics and comparison with culture collection strains these three 
were tentatively identified as Stereum sanguinolentum (Alb & Schw. ex Fr.) ~r 

Isolate BSa differed from the other two in some microscopic features and in 
its capacity for decay. This fungus does not cause rapid weight loss in 
laboratory experiments (Ammer, 1963) as found in this study. It is, however, 
by far the most common for heart rOt of balsam fir and alpine fir (Hepting, 
: 9-; l). It is also one of the two most common heart rot fungi in black spr'..:ce, 
the other being Phellinus .Q.ini (Hepting, 1971). Both of these fungi rapidly 
colonize heartwood, causing a red stain. This is followed by a slow decay of 
the wood. 

The most frequent isolate from the white spruce log, WSb, was easily 
identified as an Arrnillarea sp. by the presence of rhizomorphs in culture 
(Figure 9). Fungi of this genus are well known as causes of butt rot; 
consequently it was unnecessary to test its decay capability. 

As a result of the decay testing and identification procedures, all the 
suspected basidiomycetes could be classified as WRB. 

Location of Wood-Rottin~ Basidiomycetes 

T,eITblin~ As~en. Slices 1 and 2 (Figures I-27 and I-29): Phellinus t,emulae 
was isolated from most of the sampling positions within the zone with visible 
evidence of dec~y. This WEB was present up to and just beyond the dark border 
of the damage~ c~gion; presumably a physiological reaction zone caused by the 
fungus or by the tree. Bacteria were isolated from a pocket of discoloured 
wet wood in Slice 2. The absence of the dark border at some points suggests 
that the fungus has broken through this barrier. The remains of a previously 
breached barrier can be seen towards the centre of the log. 

Balsam Po~lar. Slices 1 and 2 (Figures I-43 and I-45): The two single 
isolations of an unidentified WRB are probably of no significance, 
particularly as they are not in corresponding positions in the two slices and 
were not associated with any signs of decay. The patch of discoloured wood, 
at least in Slice 1, was associated with bacteria. These two slices both 
appear to be otherwise sound. 

Lod~e~ole Pine. Slices 1 and 2 (Figures I-54 and I-56): The stain and heart 
rot fungus Phellinus ~ was isolated from the whole of the area of 
discoloured wood in Slices 1 and 2 and from a few positions in visibly 
unchanged wood in Slice 2. 

Al~ine Fir. Slices 1 and 2 (Figures I-70 and I-72): The scarcity of 
isolations of Stereum sanguinolentum from Slice 1 compared to Slice 2 has no 
explanation at present. This fungus was found over the whole of the 
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iiscoloured area of Slice 2, even extending into protrusions of discolouration 
into the sapwood. 

33,':'s:l.;n fir. 3:':. 'es 1 and 2 (Figures I-86 and I-87): In both slices Ste::e',;,r. 
33,r-;;uil'ol"'ot'.ll!l ... as isolated from the whole of the central disco':'ollr",d zt)ne a.r.d 
several points in the apparently sound sapwood. 

Slack S~ruce. Slices I and 2 (Figures I-I02 and I-I04): The isolate 
~entatively identified as Stereum san~inolentum was isolated from the who':'e 
of the discoloured zone in both slices up to the visible boundary but not 
beyond. 

'dhite S~z:uce. Slices 1 and 2 (Figures I-1l6 and I-l18): Isolates of 
wood-rotting basidiomycetes representing two species were located from the 
whole of the visibly decayed zor~ ~n both slices. Isolate WS2, the 
Aonillarea sp., accounted for t:C, :cajority of these whereas the unidentified 
isolate WSl was found in only a few sites in the sapwood. This log exhibited 
the most advanced decay including shrinkage and consequent voids. 

COlwadson of CT and ME Imalles with Funllal Isolations 

Tre~blinll As~en. The X-ray CT scan (Figures I-2l and I-22) picked up distinct 
changes in density between decayed and undecayed heartwood in both slices, 
although measurements of specific gravity (Figures I-27 and I-29) did not pick 
up any recognizable differences. This may be partly due to a lower moisture 
content in the decayed wood in the centre of the log (Figures I-28 and I-30) . 
Although this moisture content was above the minimum necessary for MR (about 
40 percent), it did not show up to any great extent in the MR (Figures I-I 
to I-6), sugges~ing a very rapid relaxation time, T2 . The MR images taken 

with the higher field strength (Figures I-7 to I-20) show more signal in the 
heartwood; however, a comparison of Figures I-7 through I-1S indicates a 
reduction in T2 . The band of wet wood at the edge of the decay pocket 

(Figure I-2S), a well-known feature of decay by~. tremulae (Shigo, 1963) was 
detected by the CT and by the MR. They also detected the remains of an old 
decay boundary in the centre of the log. 

A patch of bacterial wet wood discoloured grey in the colour photograph 
(Figure I-2S) was also effectively imaged. 

Balsam Poplar. The successful MR imaging of the sound heartwood of the balsam 
poplar (Figures 1-31 to 1-36), despite moisture contents as low as those found 
in the aspen, adds weight to the indication that the MR image is affected by 
decay. Unfortunately, in this preliminary study sound and decayed samples of 
each species were not available for direct comparison. There was still a 
small difference between the T2 in the heartwood and the sapwood of balsam 

poplar. This may be due to the presence of extractives in the heartwood as 
well as the high moisture content and larger amount of unbound water in the 
sapwood (Figures I-31 to I-36). Both the CT (Figure I-37) and the MR 
(Figure I-31) picked up the area of bacterial wetwood, discoloured a rusty red 
in the photograph, and there were indications of a band of wet wood around the 
heartwood/sapwood boundary. 
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:';;',;;,~e~o;'e 2''"';.e. The CT (Figures 1-48 and I-49) and ~ (Figure 1-47) ::0::: 
:ai~ed to distinguish the area of incipient decay in this log, possibly d~e 
~n:irely, in t':e case of the MR, and partly, in the case of the X-ray, :;; ~:s 

:;;w ~oisture cc~_ent--near or below 40 percent. Even at generally hi?her 
::'.ois:'.lre ccnten:3 the CT would only be able to detect this very early s:age :: 
:he decay process if there were some variation in moisture content ,caused by 
:he :ungus. A':'~::ough no change in density has been recorded (and.E. ~ :i:es 
no: have a rapid rate of decay), there may clearly be some effect on strength 
and on pulping properties. 

~'pine fir and Balsam Fir. The scanning results for these two logs 
(Figures I-58 to I-65 and 1-74 to 1-81) were almost identical, as were the 
:~ngi isolated (Table x) and the patterns of decay observed (Figures I-70 a:-:j 
:-72, 1-86 and 1-88). The CT did not detect any difference in density between 
sou;-;j, and discoloured timber (Figures 1-64 and 1-65, 1-80 and 1-81) but shC' .... e:::. 
'-.:p t.he preponderance of wet pock.ets in the sapwood of both logs. The MR also 
picked up these wet pockets but did not show up the discoloured heartwood, 
again suggesting a possible effect of fungal activity on T2 . 

Black S~ruce. Moisture contents in the decayed heartwood (Figures 1-103 and 
1-105) were somewhat marginal for MR imaging but the difference in decayed 
wood/sound wood contrast between the MR (Figures 1-90 to 1-95) and the CT 
(Figures 1-96 and 1-97) suggests some effect other than moisture content in 
the MR image. For example, a difference in the MR image between decayed 
heartwood and a small band of sound heartwood is particularly encouraging. 
Smaller moisture content samples would indicate if this difference was simply 
a moisture content difference, or, as suggested, an indication of the presence 
of decay. 

White S~ruce. This log, although meeting the requirement of being fresh cut, 
and having some decay present, was much too dry (Figure 1-117) for MR imaging 
across most of the cross section (Figures 1-106 to 1-109). Only the wet 
boundaries of t.Ile decayed wood and small wet pockets were seen. 

Due to the large density changes caused by the decay, the CT (Figures 1-110 
and 1-111) produced an excellent image of the severely decayed timber. Some 
patches of early stages of decay (arrowed on Figures 1-111 and 1-114) were not 
so well-defined. This type of decay, a butt rot, often does not extend far up 
the trunk and proceeds directly through the decay process rather than rapidly 
staining and slowly damaging the timber like some of the fungi in other logs. 
It may therefore be particularly suitable for studying the detection of this 
type of butt rot at various stages. 

4.3.2 Wood Oualit~ Assessment 

In addition to the ability to identify decay in its various forms, the CT and 
~R images allow evaluation of various additional wood quality features as they 
appeared in the samples examined. Table 1 indicates the wood characteristics 
present in some of the experimental log sections. The CT and MR scanned 
sections were cut open to allow a subjective evaluation of the ability of CT 
and ~~ to detect the various wood characteristics. It must be noted that the 
CT images show density variations - a combination of specific gravity and 
moisture content. The MR images show moisture content variations related to 
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:~e presence of water in the cell cavities. Water in the cell walls canner te 
~~aged by ~~ since the minimum TE possible with the UBC imaging scan sequence 
:.s ;:; 6 :1'.il':"':'se::~,::s. A TE of one to five millisecends would allow t:-:e imag~:-.g 

::-: ~ell ''''all",a:er. Since it is this water component that should be 
i:-::l'.ler'.ced c:he ~cst by chemical environment, such as the effects of :iecay, 
:.~aging systems :hat can see this component need to be developed fer large 
samples. The ~~rrent ability of MR systems to see only the longer T2 

components does not preclude their use for decay detection, but further 
studies are required. 

Sound Koots. Sound 
(Figure 1-98) The 
ir'.creased density. 

knots appear in the first slice of black spruce section 
CT image (Figure 1-96) shows the sound knot as an area of 
The MR image (Figure 1-90) indicates the presence of t~e 

knot because of a moisture content reduction where the knot passes through the 
sapwood. There is also a faint increase in moisture content around the knot 
in the heartwood. The second slice of the lodgepole pine section 
(Figure I-52) shows five live knots. The CT image (Figure 1-49) shows the 
knot presence by a similar increase in density. The two live knots in the 
second slice of the trembling aspen (Figure 1-25) also are indicated in the CT 
image (Figure 1-22) as an increase in density. 

Dead Knots 

0ead knots show up in the first slice of the balsam poplar sample 
(Figure 1-39). The CT image (Figure 1-37) shows the larger dead knot in the 
South position as an area of relatively uniform density. The second very 
small dead knot at the NW position shows up as an increased density area. A 
comparison of this area in the MR image (Figure 1-31) shows up as an increase 
in moisture content, indicating the apparent density increase in the CT image 
results from an increase in moisture, not a specific gravity increase. 

Unsound Knots. Unsound knots appear in the first slice of the alpine fir 
section (Figure i-66). The CT image (Figure 1-64) indicates the presence of 
these knots as a density increase. Comparison with the MR image (Figure I-58) 
indicates that this is not only due to an increase in moisture content but 
also an apparent increase in extractive content. The unsound knots show up as 
moisture content increases in the heartwood and sapwood. 

Cow~ression Wood. Compression wood is present in the first slices of both the 
black and white spruce samples (Figures 1-98 and 1-112, respectively). The CT 
image (Figure 1-96) for the black spruce shows the compression wood at the E 
position as an area of increased density; however, this is inconclusive. The 
black spruce MR image (Figure 1-90) shows the compression wood as an increase 
in the moisture content as well as an increase in the annual ring width. This 
is slightly more conclusive. The white spruce CT image (Figure 1110) again 
shows the compression wood at the NW position as an area of increased density. 
This image shows the compression wood more conclusively. The MR image 
(Figure 1-106) gives no signal for most of the section due to moisture 
contents less than required for imaging of the water location, making 
evaluation of the compression wood impossible. The same conclusions may be 
drawn from the second slices of black and white spruce (Figures 1-100 and 
1-114) when compared to the respective CT images (Figures 1-97 and 1-111) . 
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~. ~he only sample showing stain (bluestain) is the lodgepole pi~e 
(2" :'gu::es ::: -5 - and : -52). The stain is in the sapwood and the CT i::cages 
(2":'~ures :-48 ~~~ :-49) show the sapwood as being an area of lower ~ensity. 
~=we~e::, t~:'3 ~s nat conclusive to the identification of stain since :he::e a::e 
3::eas in the sdPwood with no apparent stain. The first slice (Fi~~re :-4~) 

:-:a.s too 10· ... a :noisture content to allow adequate imaging by MR of the sta.:'n 
a::ea. by this tecnnique. 

:hecks and Splits. These characteristics are present only in the white sp::uce 
samples. Because the checkS at the SSE position in the sapwood of the fi::st 
slice (Figure I-II0) are very small, the resolution of the CT image 
(:igure I-110) which is approximately 1 rom and the resolution of the M...R. irc.a.ge 
(:igure 1-106) which is approximately 2 rom, would preclude their 
identiLication. The split at the N position, since it is quite wide, shows 
in the CT image. Again, the low moisture content of the sample makes 
evaluation of the MR image for this characteristic impossible. The second 
slice of the white spruce (Figure 1-114) has larger splits at the SE and ss~ 
positions. These are readily seen in the comparable CT iInage (Figure 1-111). 

~. The location of the pith is quite visible in the CT images. It is also 
visible in the MR images for at least the shortest TE value (26 milliseconds) 
for all the species despite relatively low moisture contents in the heartwood 
of all but the balsam poplar samples. The first slice of the lodgepole pine 
(Figure I-SO) with the lowest moisture content, even shows up a faint image of 
the pith in the comparable MR image (Figure 1-47). All of the MR images of 
the balsam poplar (Figures I-31 to I-36) indicate the pith presence because of 
high moisture content (Figure I-44). 

Juvenile Wood. There is juvenile wood in all of the species examined. The CT 
images of all but the white spruce samples (Figures I-110 and 1-112) indicate 
clearly a decrease in density in the juvenile wood portion of the cross 
section. What a.ppears to be the juvenile wood area shows up in the MR images 
for only the ca13am poplar (Figures 1-31 to 1-36) and to a small degree in the 
trembling aspen (Figures 1-1 to 1-20), black spruce (Figure 1-90) and the 
white spruce (Figure 1-106). These latter three species show an increase in 
moisture content associated with the juvenile wood area, although this is not 
uniform within the whole of what appears to be juvenile wood area. 

Sapwood/Heartwood Boundary. The sapwood/heartwood boundary is easily 
identified in both the CT and MR images of balsam poplar, trembling aspen, 
alpine and balsam fir and black spruce. For lodgepole pine and white spruce 
only the CT images indicate the boundary. The low moisture content of the 
sections of these two species precludes identification of the boundary from 
the MR images. 

Extractiyes. Because of the presence of extractives in the heartwood the 
differentiation of the sapwood/heartwood boundary discussed previously gives 
rise to some information about the presence of extractives. Two species which 
give an indication of extractives being present are the MR images of the 
alpine and balsam fir (Figures I-58 to 1-63 and 1-74 to 1-79). This 
observation is based on the rather high moisture 
the croSS sections (Figures 1-71; 1-73; 1-87 and 
contents would normally be easily imaged by MR. 

contents present throughout 
1-89). These high moisture 
The extractives and/or the 
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fungal activity discussed earlier would appear to have reduced the T2 ?alue of 

~~e water in the heartwood. 

3;;eci:ic- ~rayi~.¥ The specific gravity is sho',m in part by each of ~he:::T 

~~ages. There ~s, however, the confounding factor of the moisture c~ntent 
affecting the density value given by X-ray at tenuat ion. Comparison of the ~"R. 

with the corresponding CT image for each species would allow removal of 
variation caused by water in the cell cavities to give a clearer indication of 
specific gravity variation across the section. The water in the cell walls 
cannot be imaged by MR, so this component of the CT image cannot easily be 
adjusted. 

~ow Specific Grayity. Low specific gravity areas resulting from decay and 
apparent juvenile wood have been covered in previous sections. 

~oisture POcKets. Moisture pockets are present in the balsam poplar, alpine 
and balsam fir and to a limited degree in white spruce. The pockets clearly 
show up in the MR images of the first slices (Figures I-3l to I-36; I-58 
to I-53; I-74 to I-79; and I-106 and I-I07). These pockets also show up in 
all of the CT images (Figures I-37 and I-38; I-64 and I-65; I-80 and I-81; and 
I-110 and I-lll) as an increase in density. The moisture distribution in the 
alpine and balsam fir samples (Figures I-71 and I-73; I-87 and I-89) indicates 
many small pockets of moisture which relate to problems encountered in drying 
these species. 

Wood Species. The separation of wood species by imaging can only be 
demonstrated from the MR images of the alpine and balsam fir samples 
(Figures I-58 to I-63 and I-74 to I-79). The apparent characteristic moisture 
distribution pattern was not present in any other species. The extremely high 
moisture content of the balsam poplar (Figures I-44 and I-46) may also be a 
characteristic allowing some species separation as shown in both the CT and MR 
images (Figures I-37 and I-38 and I-31 to I-36). The separation of species by 
specific gravity does not appear to be possible by either CT or MR and is 
certainly not apparent from the samples examined. 

4.3.3 ME Imaging Using High Field Strength 

The trembling aspen was imaged using both a 0.15 Tesla (UBC) and a 1.5 Tesla 
(MNI) magnet. The resolution of the growth rings was much greater for the 
higher field (Figures I-1 and I-7). The detail in the heartwood was greater 
with the higher strength magnet, particularly with the T2 eight echo summation 

(Figures I-6 to I-18). The boundaries surrounding the decayed areas are also 
much clearer (Figures I-7 to I-20) for the high strength magnet than for the 
UBC system (Figures I-I to I-6). Small changes in water distribution are more 
noticeable in the proton density map (Figures I-18 to I-20), than in the other 
images (Figures I-I to I-17). 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The MR and CT scans provided a PRELIMINARY evaluation of the ability of these 
techniques to detect the degree of decay and wood quality present in the 
sample log sections. 
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:~e samples examined provided a PRELIMINARY evaluation of ~wo scanning 
-:.ec:-:nic;c:es ~o de~ect internal characteristics. Magnetic :::-esonance i.magi:--.g 
::ec,:..:i:::-es mcis':. .~e content in excess of the fibre saturation point. ~any · .... 0::;::: 

:::--.a~3.oterist:'::·3 :::J:::-esent in the sample logs were detectable ·..lsing!'1P. i.:-naging. 
::e::3.y ' .... as det", ::-.ed in trembling aspen, alpine and ba':'sam fir and c:"a::k ar.d 
.... h:.te spruce w_:.~ a resulting apparent reduction in the spin-spin :::-elaxaticn 
-:.ime (T 2 '. Sound knots were detected in black spruce; dead knots we:::-e 

detected in balsam poplar, and unsound knots were detected in alpine fir. 
::ompression wood was partially identified in both black and · ... hite spclce. ::-.e 
pith is identifiable in all the species. Juvenile wood in balsam poplar, 
t:::-e:rbling aspen, black spruce and white spruce was detected to varying 
deg:::-ees. The sapwood/heartwood boundary is clearly shown for balsam poplar, 
tre:rbling aspen, alpine and balsam fir and black spruce. The presence of 
extractives and/or fungal activity is indicated in alpine and balsam fir as 3. 
reduction in T2 in the heartwood. Moisture pockets are detected in balsam 

poplar, alpine and balsam fir and white spruce. The characteristic MR images 
of alpine and balsam fir may allow separation of these species from others 
using this feature. The high moisture contents of the trembling aspen and tr.e 
balsam poplar may allow separation of these species from others. The ability 
to identify similar defects in the species other than those listed above was 
not possible since the defects did not exist in all samples. Magnetic 
resonance imaging was unable to identify some defects because the moisture 
content was too low (less than 40 percent). It is expected, however, given 
sufficient moisture, that these defects in species such as lodgepole pine and 
white spruce can be detected by MR. The higher field strength of the MNI 
system gives improved resolution and additional signal in the heartwood of the 
trembling aspen sample. 

Many wood characteristics present in the sample logs were detectable using 
X-ray CT imaging'. Decay was detected in trembling aspen, black and white 
spruce. Sound knots were identified in trembling aspen, black spruce and 
lodgepole pin p . Dead knots were detected in balsam poplar while unsound knots 
were detected in alpine fir. The identification of compression wood in black 
and white spruce was inconclusive. Splits and checks were identifiable in 
white spruce. The pith was easily identified in all species. Juvenile wood 
of all but white spruce was identified as an area of lower density. The 
sapwood/heartwood boundary was identifiable for all species. Moisture pockets 
are detected in balsam poplar, alpine and balsam fir and white spruce. 
Separation of balsam poplar, due to its very high moisture content, may allow 
separation of this species from others. Computed tomography can image at any 
moisture content; however, the information is limited to the relative density 
changes which are a combination of specific gravity and moisture content. In 
addition, X-rays have a low tolerance to wide variations in density, making 
some characteristics difficult to identify. 

Incipient decay in lodgepole pine was not detectable by either imaging system 
possibly due to its low moisture content. Blue stain, also present in the 
lodgepole pine, was similarly not detectable. Further work is necessary, 
particularly with imaging of the cell wall water component, to determine the 
ability of MR to identify these defects. 
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5.0 APPLICATION OF SC&~ING AND IMAGING 
TO PRIMARY MILLS fu~ FORESTS 

:~e internal scarlning of logs for decay and wood ~Jality must lead to an 
increase in product value to justify a major capital expenditure for such 
equipment. For softwoods of large diameter, where grade recovery is to be 
maximized, knowledge of the internal characteristics can be used to derive the 
sawing solution. 

~owever, the determination of the magnitude of potential increases in value or 
volume recovery due to technology that will detect and identify internal 
defects is not an easy task. The underlying assumptions about current 
practices and the potential improvement from the new technology must be 
oarefully considered. The use of sawing simulation programs can shed some 
light on the topic. Some estimates of improved recovery from the worst to t~e 
best log rotation range from five to 22 percent (Wagner and Taylor, 1985). 
This does not completely addresss the real question about the effect of the 
internal characteristic on the achievable recovery or the current ability of 
the operator to make correct judgements. The work by the Japanese (Noguchi, 
1985; Tochigi ~ ai., 1983), which looks at the computer simulation of grain 
patterns on sawn surfaces, does address the question. Here, the differences 
in value recovery between the best sawing method and the worst was 20 percent. 
The conclusion they reached, however, was that the sawyer using human 
judgement did an equivalent job to the computer. If processing speed were 
increased or if the operator's skill decreased, then the computerized system 
would provide an improvement. In Sweden, the use of the TINA scanning system 
(Westergaard, 1986; Nystrom, 1985) has been driven by a 4:1 price difference 
between the highest grade pine and the fourth grade. Here, small improvements 
in grade outturn have a large effect on mill profitability. Studies are being 
proposed to de,s~op extensive data bases (Wagner and Taylor, 1985; Johansson, 
1985) to determine the potential benefits from internal log scanning. 

The Instrument Development Branch of Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. is concerned 
about the same questions. A confidential report by Woodbridge Reed and 
Associates (Division of H.A. Simons) done for them focussed on the target 
market, the potential degree of market penetration, and the forest resource 
and lumber marketing trends that could have an impact on the need for CT 
internal scanning. A separate determination of the potential improvements is 
required for each specific mill, since equipment, products, manpower, resource 
and markets are different. 

An increase in value recovery of 10 percent represents about $4 MM per year 
for a mill producing 100 MM fbm per year for grade recovery (assuming an 
average price of $400 per Mfbm). For a similar small log sawmill producing 
100 MM fbm of dimension lumber, an increase of five percent in value recovery 
represents additional revenue of $1.2 MM per year (assuming an average price 
of $240 per Mfbm). These types of increases in revenue are significant and 
appear to be a realistic expectation and could justify a reasonable 
expenditure to achieve them. 
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:!1e cost:Jf internal scanning technology has been est:imated as high ~s S2 
:-ni2.1ion for a medical type MR scanner down to about SO. 6 million for a TINA 
type sca~ner, :f increased revenues are in the range of five to 10 percent, 
':.~e:1 3ca~:,.e:: c', 'O':.em.s with a cost of SO. 5 to $1 millien :1l:e not ·:Jut of line. 
3ec3~3e :.he :ie::z:ee of sophistication of most :nedical type scanners '..s "'igh, 
te,ohno2.:Jgy mU3~_ progress towards lower cost equipment, · .. ith 3uffic:ent 
::esolution ana speed for the purpose, before scanning systems such as these 
'",ill be i:::plemented in the forest industry. The current form of medical 
scanners with their circular gantry opening may be altered to provide better 
acoess. It is also necessary to have adequate computer programs to optimize 
the sawing patterns based on internal log defect information. Alt!1ough t!1ese 
':.eo!1n010gies are not ready for mill use yet, there are signs that some soon 
''''ill be. For example, an X-ray system to scan logs for rot, knots and rOCKS 
:r,ay ::.-each a prototype stage as soon as 1988 (Sorensen, 1986). Magnetic 
::.-escnance systems that determine some of the wood characteristics of interest 
are possible within four to five years. 

:he primary industry in Alberta may look to the future use of internal 
scanning technology for use in the sawmills where optimum sawing patterns will 
ensure maximum value recovery. The use of the same technology in the plywood 
industry is also a likely possibility. For reconstituted panel product 
plants, a scanner for internal log quality may assist in making best use of 
the available raw material; higher quality wood can be diverted to more 
valuable uses. Any part of the manufacturing sector that is aiming at value 
added products may also be able to take advantage of such equipment to 
maximize value recovery. The available future technology may either be CT or 
MR, or perhaps a combination of the two. The preliminary demonstrated ability 
of MR to look at more than just nominal density variations will help to drive 
the continued development of this technology for application in primary 
plants. The CT imaging field is progressing and, as noted above, should see 
an industrially applied scanner for logs in about two years. 

It should be .. ~~2d that developments in both the microwave and ultrasonic 
fields may eventually lead to internal scanning systems capable of detecting 
internal characteristics with good resolution and defect identification for 
logs. 

5.2 FOBEST APPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL SCANNING 

The benefits of internal scanning and imaging in the forests could have a 
potential impact on plant physiology, environmental assessment, silviculture, 
mensuration and harvesting. Since these techniques are non-destructive, the 
trees can continue growth without problems associated with other more 
destructive techniques which can range from cutting the tree down to remova~ 
of an increment core. The detection of decay is of prime concern, 
particularly decay which does not have external indicators. These techniques 
could also determine which trees are not worth harvesting before felling. The 
identification of incipient decay could aid in the prevention of its spread. 
The use of such technology to evaluate growth rates will help identify plus 
trees and the effects of silvicultural treatments. Studies on the physiology 
of living trees using MR techniques may also lead to enhanced growth. 
Techniques using CT (Habermehl, 1982a and b; Onoe ~ ~., 1983; Onoe, 1986; 
Fox, 1983) can currently provide some of this information. The techniques 
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~eed to be refined for greater ease of application. Use of ultrasonics holds 
promise as a simpler and less costly technique, at least for rot detection ~n 

legs or standing timber. The MR technique needs to be further develJped ;.;i:.::' 
:.:Ce 90ssible '.lse .)f a lower magnetic field and a degree of portabili:y not 
:~rrently presen~. 

:':ce cost effect_ ;eness of internal scanning and imaging in the forests depe,.ds 
on the potential benefit to the user which are related to the application. 
Jefining the dollar value of the benefits is not easy. An increase in growth 
cr increase in log grade due to a specific treatment can provide an estimate 
of value increase that can offset the scanning costs, including those of the 
scanner itself. If it is silvicultural techniques or treatments that are 
being evaluated, then the results should apply to large forested tracts, 
making an expensive scanner cost effective. If every tree needs to be 
scanned, then the cost and portability are an important concern. 

:'he continued development of MR, CT and even ultrasonics should lead to 
portable scanning or imaging systems with suitable resolution of wood 
characteristics. 
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6. J RECOMMENDATIONS fOR fUTURE RESEARCH 
A.."ID JEVE:'()P~NT 

3:3~~~~g :2ch~~~~es based on X-~ays O~ ~l~~asonics ~ely on gross ~hi3ical 
:ha~ges in weod sroperties. They have difficulty in locating the ear~y s:ages 
Jf .:iecay, '..;1;':'ch :nay still have significant effects on the wood:r~ality, 
c:~pression wood, stain and wood species characteristics such as extractives. 
~agnetic resonance scanning, which may detect changes at a molecular level, :s 
:herefore a more promising tool. 

-::-he:::-e are two directions which future research using MR should take. The 
fi:::-st is an M.R spectroscopic analysis of the following wood characteristics: 

Clear, sound wood of all species. This will allow the characteriza:iJ~ 
of sapwood, heartwood and juvenile wood as well as the effect of 
extractives on the M.R signals. 

Jecayed wood of all species. This should investigate the effects of 
the presence of white and brown rot fungi and stain or mould fungi on 
~~. It should also incorporate evaluation of physical changes in the 
wood structure and the production of metabolites, particularly those 
with free radicals and the intermediates in lignin and cellulose 
breakdown. 

3. Compression wood, tension wood, knots, stain, pitch pockets and 
moisture pockets. 

The spectroscopic equipment necessary for such studies is outlined by Sternin 
(1985) . 

The second research direction is further MR imaging studies (coupled with 
comparative CT ~maging). Field echo imaging should be explored which allows 
1'2 images to be produced with a TE of 13 to 18 milliseconds as compared to the 

26 milliseconds of the current study. This technique, available on the UBC MR 
scanner, would allow more of the water to be successfully imaged. Fast 
imaging should be explored on both a 0.15 Tesla scanner (UBC) , and with a high 
field strength 1.5 Tesla (Montreal Neurological Institute) scanner when the 
software to carry out the technique has been installed. There also exists a 
1.5 Tesla scanner in Edmonton which should eventually have fast imaging 
software available. An imaging study must also be done with a scanner using a 
lower magnetic field coupled with fast imaging. The imaging of cell wall 
water (1 to 5 milliseconds) should provide additional correlation of decay and 
wood quality with MR parameters. This will require development of scanners 
able to do this. 

The spectroscopic studies will allow a clear definition of the MR parameters 
(1'1' 1'2 and proton density) so images can be correctly interpreted. The 

imaging studies will identify technologies which will speed up the collection 
and interpretation of the data. 

fCltClre developments for internal scanning of logs need to be aimed at the 
creation of a lower cost MR scanning system presumably using lower magnetic 
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~~e:~s with fast scanning. A computer program must be developed wh~ch ta~es 
3dvantage of the internal scanning data to opt~ize the processing system 
(~.e., log buclci.:-.q, primary brealcdown, remanufact·..lre, veneer peeling, etc.). 
:t · .. ould appear :~'1at such a program has been confidentially deve10pei by M & 3 

~esearch for their internal use. 

~he research out::ned above has the potential to be accomplished in Alberta. 
~he University of Calgary (M.R. Smith), Department of Electrical Engineering, 
has ~q experience. A Phillips 1.5 Tesla MR imaging system is in use at the 
hospital facility in Edmonton. The Alberta Research Council has demonstrated 
software development expertise as shown by their program METEOR. The major 
forest products equipment companies are located in British Columbia: however, 
high technology equipment development should be able to take place in Alberta 
given the province's industrial capabilities. 
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